The aim of the article is development of scientific and applied foundations for improving the accuracy of current measurement systems of temperature characteristics of technological processes by improving calibration methods of analog parametric temperature sensors. The article presents the developed and investigated improved mathematical model of determining characteristics of thermistor conversion based on the Steinhart-Hart equation. The possibility of calibrating thermistors using two reference points in an operating temperature range from 0 to 100ºС, with the interconnected choice of its values, is mathematically grounded and experimentally proved. The results of the studies have shown that the use of the proposed method can reduce the approximation uncertainty by 3 times compared with the existing approaches. Using the presented research results made it possible to synthesize a software component of information measurement systems to automate the calibration process of parametric resistive sensors. The obtained research results can be used as a scientific and practical basis for optimization and adaptation of metrological certification of resistive temperature sensors.
INTRODUCTION
Precision continuous non-destructive temperature monitoring of physical objects and processes using budget analog sensors is a knowledge intensive and relevant scientific and applied task for many practical applications. Since, meeting current requirements for reliability, accuracy and efficiency of functional and metrological provision of technological automation systems can be performed only with the regulated characteristics of information measurement subsystems. This can be achieved under conditions of measurement uncertainty in the presence of destabilizing factors by introducing improved methods and algorithms for calibrating sensors in measurement systems, followed by adaptive intelligent processing of measurement information.
Temperature is one of the most frequently measured physical quantities. Due to the variety of processes in which it is necessary to obtain reliable measurement information and take into account temperature characteristics of objects, many different purpose-oriented sensors for measuring temperature have appeared. In addition to direct measurements, a number of derivative physical parameters can be indirectly determined from temperature monitoring results, as well as the destabilizing effect of temperature on other parameters and characteristics can be taken into account.
Also, relevance of the research in the subject field of digitalization and intellectualization of industrial enterprises through development and implementation of state-of-the-art computer-integrated technologies for monitoring and controlling technology process parameters is due to the high science-intensive procedure of optimizing dynamic thermal processes [1] [2] [3] .
A significant number of studies is devoted to solving the urgent scientific and applied problem of improving methods and algorithms for increasing accuracy of analog temperature sensors of technological processes in industrial enterprises. For example, some articles present basic provisions for the organization of measuring calibration procedures for modern NTC-thermistors [4, 5] . Also, main technical and metrological characteristics of serial models of thermistors in a wide temperature range are stated [5] . The scientific articles theoretically substantiated and experimentally proved the possibility of using the Steinhart-Hart equation to approximate conversion characteristics of analog resistive temperature sensors [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Results of the studies substantiated the possibility of using a two-parameter equation which describes the conversion characteristic of thermistors and is a simplified model of the Steinhart-Hart equation in various temperature ranges [10] . The possibility of using thermistors as primary measuring transducers of modern information measurement systems is mathematically substantiated and experimentally proved [11] .
In research papers, the authors obtained the main results on assessment of the main metrological characteristics of temperature measuring instruments, and also substantiated possible directions for improving the accuracy of modern temperature sensors of physical objects through the use of various hardware and software solutions [12] [13] [14] [15] . The main approaches to the organization and implementation of procedures for metrological certification and verification of measuring instruments [16] .
As a result of the analysis and logical generalization of the above mentioned studies, it was found that most authors do not pay enough attention to the problems of substantiating the choice of optimal temperature ranges for calibrating sensors from the point of view of the criterion of minimizing the approximation error of experimental observation results. Thus, the research on the development of scientific and applied foundations of metrological provision of current computerized systems for monitoring temperature of technological processes necessitates the continuation of the research in this subject area.
The main purpose of the article is to develop scientific and applied foundations for improving accuracy of current information measurement systems of temperature parameters of technological processes by improving the calibration methods of analog parametric temperature sensors.
The object of the study is computerized methods of improving the efficiency and information content of the calibration procedures of current analog resistive temperature sensors.
The subject of study is electrical processes that occur in the measurement temperature channels.
The obtained research results can be used as a scientific and practical basis for optimization and adaptation of metrological certification procedures for resistive temperature sensors with their subsequent implementation in automation systems of technological processes.
Section 2 describes the used research methods and tools, Section 3 explains all scientific and practical findings, Section 4 explains conclusions from the present work and suggestions for future investigations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Full-scale experimental studies were performed in specialized laboratories of the State Higher Educational Institution "Donetsk National Technical University" (Pokrovsk, Ukraine) using standardized laboratory materials and tools. During the laboratory tests, three series of observation results were obtained, while maintaining identity of the methods, means and measurement conditions. The time interval for obtaining one series of experimental data was 6 hours, the period of polling the measuring temperature channels is 2 seconds. The temperature range of the study is from 0 to +100°C at 10°C intervals. The used method of metrological certification of the temperature meter is an automated method of comparison with a calibration device (temperature sensing device of the certified ZenithLab WH-1/2/4/6 water bath [17] with microprocessor temperature control in the range from 0 to +100°C with an absolute error of not more than 0.10°C. The block diagram of the proposed algorithm for the metrological certification of the implemented temperature measuring instrument based on the KY-013 analog temperature sensor is shown in Figure 1 ; the structural diagram of the laboratory setup is shown in Figure 2 . The sensitive element of the KY-013 analog temperature sensor is the NTC thermistor. This model is compatible at the design and software levels with the Arduino UNO R3 serial microcontroller board and provides temperature measurements in the range from -55 to +125°С with an absolute error of not more than ±0.50°С [18] . The functional module for collecting and primary processing of experimental observation results is implemented on the Arduino UNO R3 board with expansion devices: DS1302 real-time clock and a micro-SD card. Discrete control of temperature conditions in the range from 0 to +100°С at 10°С intervals was carried out using the ZenithLab WH-1/2/4/6 water thermostat.
Since the KY-013 module is a parametric type sensor, therefore, to convert the resistance change (RT) into a proportional voltage signal (UOUT), the KY-013 thermistor is included in the voltage divider circuit, as shown in Figure 3 . The control of power supply circuits is implemented using a highly stable laboratory voltage source (US) with a nominal value of 5.0 V.
When planning the experimental studies and implementing the laboratory tests of the developed microprocessor means for measuring temperature, specialized application packages were used. The functional purpose and sequence of using the software components are shown in Figure 4 . 
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RESEARCH RESULTS
The analytical dependence of the output voltage changes in the measuring circuit (see Figure 3 ) was obtained based on Ohm's and Kirchhoff's laws:
where, UOUT is output voltage of the circuit from temperature changes T; Us is stabilized reference voltage, the value of which is 5.0V; R1 is resistance of the limiting resistor, the value of which is 9850 Ohm; R is resistance of the KY-013 semiconductor thermistor from temperature changes.
To reduce the random error component of the voltage measurement result, the magnitude of which is proportional to the temperature change, the mathematical methods for processing the results of non-equal measurements were used [19] [20] [21] . The studies were carried out by repeated observations of the voltage at the control points, each of which corresponds to temperature: +5.4; +10.4; + 20.4; +29.9; +39.9; +49.7; +59.5; +70.2; +78.4; + 87.7; +97.3 ºС. Figure 5 shows a graph of changes in standard deviations with temperature changes at the control points. At least 100 observations were made at each of the control points. During the experimental studies, three series of observation results were obtained. After mathematical processing, weighted average results of voltage measurements (UOUT) at each of the temperature control points were obtained (see Figure 6 ). The resistance change in the KY-013 thermistor with the change in the output voltage of the circuit (see Figure 3 ) was obtained on the basis of the analytical dependence (1):
The analytical expression (2) is a nonlinear function of the voltage change, the magnitude of which is proportional to temperature. The Steinhart-Hart equation is used to mathematically describe the change in resistance of the semiconductor sensor as a result of temperature changes:
where, R is resistance of the KY-013 semiconductor thermistor, Ohm; T is temperature, ºС; ai are the Steinhart-Hart equation (3) coefficients, the values of which depend on the sensor parameters and the temperature range.
When using the Steinhart-Hart Eq. (3) in practical calculations, terms of sum, a2ln 2 R, a3ln 3 R etc. are neglected due to the fact that their contribution to the calculation result is quite small [10, 11, 22] .
To determine the values of the Steinhart-Hart Eq. (3), the reduced values of resistance R and temperature T to their reference values R0 and T0=273.15K were used:
where, 
To obtain values of the approximation parameters of the Eq. (5) with a minimum error, the Levenberg-Maquardt method was used. The method is implemented in MathCAD using the function genfit. As a result, the values of the parameters R0=6714 Ohm and B=3173 К were obtained, the use of which in the Eq. 
During the research, it was found that the absolute error of the temperature measurement changes (T, ºС) in the range from 0 to +100ºС for the KY-013 thermistor, which is shown in Figure 7 , where the results of the experimental data are indicated with .
Analysis of the obtained results (see Figure 7 ) allowed discovering that the use of the simplified parametric Eq. (4) for the KY-013 analog semiconductor thermistor made it possible to ensure an absolute temperature measurement error of not more than ±0.20ºС in the range from 0 to +60ºС. With the expansion of the temperature measurement range from 0 to +100ºС, the value of the absolute measurement error is not more than ±1.6ºС. During the experiments, the following task arose -to simplify the process of calibrating the thermistor by reducing the number of the used calibration temperature values. The simplified Steinhart-Hart Eq. (5) has two parameters, therefore, in order to calculate their values, it is enough to use a system of two equations on two calibration values of temperature and resistance. This minimum number of control values during approximation will allow obtaining the values of the equation parameters (5) with a minimum error. As a result of this, there is a need to justify the temperature ranges in which these calibration values are selected.
To determine the B parameter of the Steinhart-Hart equation (5) , it was maximized:
where, r is the maximized Steinhart-Hart equation. Based on the obtained normalized Eq. (7), temperature ranges with the calibration values were determined (see Figure  8 ): Tbegin is an initial temperature (the first reference standard), ºС; Tend1 and Tend2 is the range of values in which the value of the second reference standard temperature falls, ºС.
During the experimental studies, the values of the initial and final reference standard temperatures were established (see Figure 9 ). When using these standards, the minimum value of the average value (from ±0.4ºС to ±0.27ºС) and standard deviations (from ±0.84ºС to ±0.89ºС) of the approximation error of the thermistor conversion static characteristic is ensured. Out-of-range average values of the approximation error increase (two-or threefold), and standard deviations increase (by 20 -30) %. To determine the thermistor conversion characteristic based on the initial (Tbegin) and final (Tend) reference standard temperatures, it is proposed to use the ratio of the normalized Steinhart-Hart Eq. (7) (see Figure 10 ) at the indicated temperatures: 
where, Tend is the second reference standard temperature in the range from Tend1 to Tend2, ºС. When processing the experimental data, the ranges of changing the function values (8) from r exper end1 to r exper end2 were established, at which the approximation error in the thermistor conversion characteristic has the minimum value. Using the initial temperature reference value Tbegin=5.4ºС and the final reference in the range from Tend1=29.9ºС to Tend2=59.3ºС, the value r (8) varies from r exper end1 =0.3984 to r exper end2 =0.1577. The results of the experimental studies to determine r  in the range from Tend1 to Tend2 in order to ensure the minimum approximation error are summarized in Table 1 . To enable automatic calibration of parametric resistive sensors, a mathematical model was developed, which can be the basis for the principle of the software component operation of information measurement systems. The proposed mathematical model is based on the choice of the final value of the second reference standard temperature range. It is proposed to use an integral indicator as a selection criterion for this range, which takes into account the type of static conversion characteristic and the operating temperature range of the thermistor. The geometric meaning of this criterion is the area under the sensor conversion characteristic. It is assumed that in the range from 0 to T calc end2 90 % of the area of the static conversion characteristic of the thermistor is concentrated (see Figure 11 ). The total area of the conversion characteristic is in the range from 0 to the maximum temperature value Tmax (see Figure 11 ), which is measured with the thermistor with a regulated error. Therefore, to determine T calc end2 the ratio of the areas was used: where, T calc end2 is the calculated value of the final value of the second reference temperature range, ºС; Tmax is the maximum temperature value, which is measured with the thermistor with a regulated error, ºС.
As a result of the studies (see Figure 11 ), the final value of the second reference temperature range was established, the value of which is 63.2ºС at Tmax=100ºС for the KY-013 thermistor. The obtained result is consistent with the results of the experimental studies (see Table 1 ) with an error of not more than 7%, which confirms the adequacy of the proposed mathematical model.
To determine the value of the beginning of the second reference temperature range (T calc end1 ), it is proposed to use a complex indicator that takes into account both the temperature range and the type of function of the normalized static conversion characteristic (7) . The value of this indicator is calculated as the difference between the areas of the conversion characteristic in the temperature range from Tbegin to T calc end1 -S1 and from T calc end1 to T calc end2 -S2 (see Figure 8 ). With the expansion of the upper limit of the range T calc end1 , the value S1 increases and, accordingly, S2 decreases. To compare the mathematical modelling results of the choice of values T calc end1 , the proposed indicator was reduced to the total area of the static characteristic in the temperature range from Tbegin to T calc end2 (see Figure 8 
where, S1 and S2 are the areas of the normalized static conversion characteristics in the range from Tbegin to T calc end1 and from T calc end1 to T calc end2 , respectively. To calculate the value of the beginning of the second reference temperature range T calc end1 , the normalized complex indicator (10) is compared with the normalized static conversion characteristic of the thermistor (7) A graphical solution of the Eq. (11) is shown in Figure 12 . As a result, the values of the beginning of the second reference temperature range are obtained. The results of modelling and experimental studies to determine the values of the range of the second reference temperature to ensure the minimum approximation error are summarized in Table 2 . To compare the results of the experimental studies and mathematical modelling (see Table 2 ), by definition Tend1 the value of the relative error is calculated, the value of which does not exceed ±8 %, which proves the adequacy of the proposed mathematical model.
The results of the experimental studies and mathematical modelling for choosing the second reference temperature range based on the first one is shown in Figure 13 .
From the analysis of the research results, a linear dependence of the beginning of the second reference temperature range on changes in the first one is established:
where, kT is coefficient of proportionality between the first and the beginning of the second reference temperature range, the value of which is 0.610; bT is constant component equal to 26.8ºС.
As an example of using the proposed approach for approximating the static conversion characteristic, the value of the first reference temperature Tbegin=10.4℃ at resistance Rbegin=4423.8 Ohm is chosen. The recommended value of the second reference temperature is in the range from T calc end1 (Tbegin=10.4℃)=33.1℃, calculated by the formula (12) , to T calc end2 =63.2℃. In this temperature range, the value of the second reference standard, for example, is Tend=39.9℃ at resistance Rend=1531.8 Ohm. As a result of solving the system of equations: To compare the results obtained, the relative error of approximation of the static characteristics of thermistor conversion is calculated:
where, RLM(T) and Rl(T) are static characteristics of thermistor conversion with coefficients obtained by approximation with the Levenberg-Maquardt method using 10 temperature reference values (R0=6714 Ohm and B=3173K), and using the proposed normalized complex indicators (9) and (11), respectively. Changes in the relative approximation error (14) of the Steinhart-Hart equation in the temperature range from 0 to 100°C for fixed values of the second reference standard temperature are shown in Figure 14 . Figure 14 ) proved that when using the proposed approach for determining the second reference standard temperature, the value of the relative approximation error (see Tend=39.9℃ Figure 14 ) varies from -1.1% to 0.6% in the range of measured temperatures from 0 to 100ºС. When using temperatures Tend=29.9ºС or Tend=70.2℃ as the second reference standard, values of which fall outside the recommended range (from T calc end1 (Tbegin=10.4℃)=33.1℃ to T calc end2 =63.2℃), the value of the relative approximation error varies from -1.6% to 3.6% (see Tend=29.9ºС Figure 14 ) and from -1.8% to 4.8% (see Tend=70.2ºС Figure 14 ) in the range of measured temperatures from 0 to 100 ºС. Based on the analysis of the results obtained, it was found that the choice of the value of the second reference standard temperature in the recommended range from Tend1 to Tend2 allows reducing the approximation error of the static conversion characteristic by two reference values by at least 3 times. The use of the second reference standard temperature, the values of which are determined by the normalized complex indicators (9) and (11), allows the use of the two reference standard temperatures for calibrating thermistors while maintaining the approximation accuracy with the Levenberg-Maquardt method.
CONCLUSIONS
The criteria for choosing two reference standard temperatures were developed and investigated to approximate the static conversion thermistor characteristics, which is described by the Steinhart-Hart equation. It is proposed to determine the value of the second reference temperature and resistance based on the value of the first reference temperature and the thermistor resistance.
During the mathematical modelling, the adequacy of which was proved by the results of the experimental studies, it was found that when choosing the second reference standard temperature in the recommended range, the approximation error of the conversion characteristics does not exceed 1.1% compared with the approximation results with the Levenberg-Maquardt method at 10 reference points. When choosing the value of the second reference standard temperature outside the recommended range, the approximation error of the conversion characteristics increases by more than 3 times.
When conducting the theoretical and experimental studies, the possibility of calibrating thermistors using two reference points, the choice of which values is interconnected, was proved. Using the presented research results allows developing a software component of information measurement systems to automate the calibration process of parametric resistive sensors.
Promising areas of research to increase the efficiency of automatic computerized calibration procedures for analog parametric temperature sensors are: experimental testing of the implemented methods and means of measurement in real operating conditions in order to clarify laboratory-applied scientific results; optimization of structural-algorithmic organizations of computer-integrated information measurement systems based on analog resistive temperature sensors; evaluation of investment attractiveness of the implementation of the developed methods and means of metrological certification of temperature meters; substantiation of intelligent algorithms for processing experimental results of temperature monitoring using modern technologies of Internet of Things and Data Mining.
